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A Cat Arrangement And Tale
by Martha Strader

A bout sixty years ago, a friend was

shopping in the gift section of the

downtown Lynchburg J. R. Millner Department

Store when a porcelain cat caught her eye. Being a

cat lover, she purchased it. At home, she placed it

beside a stone crock to which she added grasses

and plants to make a natural looking effect. 

When her cat named Muffin came into the

living room, he froze because the other cat looked

so real; but then he crept very close to sniff and

touch, only to find that it wasn’t real. He walked

away and ignored the newcomer thereafter. 

Another kitty, Beau, liked to chew on the

Italian-made cat’s ears, causing enough chips that

my friend had to find a new home for the

nameless cat. 

It was given to me. 
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Message From Your Editors

suggest that idea to one of your members, know

it would be appreciated. 

It is fitting that for our summer issue we

have a story of a picnic held at the Peaks of

Otter. On the front cover we continue with this

sesonal theme as we pay homage to flowers and

our cat lovers with Martha Strader’s unique

floral arrangement. 

A picture of the recently refurbished

Memory Garden on our campus graces our

back cover. We thank some of our resident

gardeners, particularly Bob Edwards, Fran

Albertson, Ken Slusher, and Patt Douglas, along

with help given by some residents’ family

members, for their inspiration and contributions

to work with staff members in rejuvenating the

garden. Thanks also goes to Mary Hoban for

the content and photographs of the covers, as

well as a special message at the end of Dick

Hiner’s article.

W e learned that in our last issue with

Jerry Craddock’s painting on the

front cover we failed to identify for residents

who may not be familiar with our area the

existence of the handsome dwelling known as

Point of Honor. With apology, we endeavor to

correct that omission with a brief introduction

to this historic Lynchburg site.  

It has come to our attention that

occasionally you find “tidbits and treasures”

that could be of particular interest to our

readers. Such was the submission of Pollyanna

Middleton recently and of Marian Barksdale,

who sent us some “reminders of time passing”

she had saved. We hope others will share with

us for inclusion in your magazine.

In each issue of The Recorder we provide a

list of new books added to our library’s shelves.

We would welcome periodically featuring a

book review. Should those of you in book clubs
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From The Desk Of The CEO
Of Westminster Canterbury-Lynchburg

Sean Huyett

A s we come to the end of the summer,

we are hopefully getting acquainted

with our new dining venues.  Members of the

Westminster Canterbury team are preparing for

work on the new wellness and clinic areas on the

ground floor of the Drinkard Building, and

renovations to public spaces of the Rehabilitation

Center on 6th floor Hearthside have started.

At home, Leigh and I are preparing for our

son’s last year of high school at E.C. Glass.

Hard to believe the little boy that lived at

Westminster Canterbury eight years ago is at

this point in life. His summer was filled with

college visits; many of those trips took us south

and to other states.

I continue to preach the value of good

educational opportunities (code word for

affordable) in the state of Virginia; but, Luke

remembers the good schools in Carolina as well.

The lure of a new college environment is

enticing, and I think he would leave for college

next week if he was able.

I feel fortunate to be back in Virginia and

believe that the fall season is the best time of

year for Virginians. I hope you enjoy this time

of year and this issue of The Recorder.

A LifeCare Retirement Community
501 V.E.S. Road, Lynchburg, VA 24503

(434) 386-3500   (800) 962-3520

www.wclynchburg.org

��
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Point of Honor

Point of Honor is a Lynchburg Jewel to

be discovered.  A short drive south

from Westminster Canterbury, leaving Rivermont

Avenue at Cabell Street and following it to the

end, brings you to POINT OF HONOR.*

This historic landmark sits on a bluff

overlooking the James River. Dr. George Cabell, a

prominent physician during the late 1700s and

early 1800s, acquired a tract of land that ran on

the northwest side of the James River, above

Blackwater Creek, to as far as present day

Randolph College.  Built in 1815 by the doctor,

his home commands a site originally inhabited by

the Monacan Indians. This handsome federal

mansion was named Point of Honor because duels

were fought in the front yard, a “field of honor.”

Dr. Cabell treated Patrick Henry in his last

illness and was acquainted with Thomas

Jefferson by virtue of Jefferson’s recently

completed retreat of Poplar Forrest in the

vicinity. Cabell’s boats carried Jefferson’s tobacco

to market down the James River to Richmond.

After Dr. Cabell’s demise, and that of his

immediate heirs, several leading Lynchburg

families inhabited Point of Honor. During the

Civil War’s battle of Lynchburg, Union spies

occupied the home.

Today, as property of the Lynchburg

Museum, the completely restored and

distinguished residence offers scheduled tours

daily. An education center, established on the

site, is in the process of further development

and expansion.

* Considerable restoration of homes in

this historic district is currently in process.

Historically, Rivermont Avenue was the route

north of the downtown trolley that passed VES

Road and, reversing direction, turned around at

the end of Peakland Place.
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Flying Weightless With Sig
by Dick Hiner

continued on page 8

magnificently. With Ham, we were convinced that

a man could survive and function in space. A year

later, on February 20, 1962, John Glenn, piloting a

space capsule named Friendship 7, held the honor

of being the first American astronaut to orbit the

earth. 

On May 25, 1961, speaking to a joint session

of Congress, President John Kennedy significantly

upped the ante by setting a goal to send a man to

the moon and return him safely to Earth before

the end of the decade. This challenge increased

momentum with money flowing to meet the

President’s objective and launch the Apollo

program. Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin walked

on the moon on July 20, 1969. The goal was met.

Wright Field, a section of Wright Patterson

Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio, functioned as

one of the major centers for space technology

development. What an apt choice: In the

Wright’s bicycle shop, only a few miles away,

the Wright Flyer was designed before its testing

at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. Engineers,

scientists, and astronauts all converged on

Wright Field in a whirlwind of activity to carry

out the President’s challenge and initiate the

Apollo program.

After completing Air Force Officer Training

School, I played a small part in the space race

story. Assigned to Wright Field, I held the position

of press officer in the Office of Information for the

Aeronautical Systems Division. News reporters

O ne October morning in 1957, Americans

became alarmed by the news that the Soviet

Union, with whom the United States had been in a

cold war for a decade, had launched into space

Sputnik 1, the first orbiting artificial satellite. It

passed over our nation once every 90 minutes,

presenting horrific ramifications. What if the

Russians made a satellite into a weapon? What if

it was spying on our top-secret facilities? A month

later, the Soviets launched another satellite,

Sputnik 2, and this time with a dog named Laika

onboard. Was this a precursor to Soviet human

spies riding a satellite over our territory? These

two events seriously cranked up tensions between

the two countries, and it became clear that future

warfare would be centered in space technology.

The space race had begun.

The U.S. launched its own orbiting satellite,

Explorer I, three months later and immediately

took on the challenge to beat the Soviets in

sending into space a hominid-like creature who

would perform simple functions and return alive.

Most believed that the Soviet dog Laika survived

for only a few hours in orbit. The U.S. satellite

team chose a chimpanzee named Ham for the

journey and taught him to turn control switches

and push buttons on command while in space.

Ham departed the launch pad January 31, 1961,

onboard a Mercury space capsule for a suborbital

flight that lasted only 17 minutes before splashing

down in the Atlantic. He survived the capsule

atmosphere, g forces, and performed
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from all over the world swarmed to the

installation to get a story about the new Apollo

program, and my primary job was to set up

interviews and escort news people around the

technical laboratories. 

With this responsibility, I had two memorable

experiences. Phil Donahue, a nationally unknown

28-year-old local news anchor and reporter for

WHIO-TV in Dayton, had developed a monthly

local half-hour TV program titled “Technology

for Tomorrow.” (This was long before his

national network talk show and his marriage to

Marlo Thomas.) He explored the new technical

knowledge emerging from the Wright Field

laboratories, while I suggested program content

and arranged for subject matter experts to

appear. I also gathered supporting material.

Donahue, one of the smartest people I ever

worked with, would finish his TV newscast at

6:30, meet me and the guests, have a short

discussion, and then go on the air at 7:00, with

no rehearsal. His probing questions and

command of the subject would lead one to

believe he had prepared for weeks, even months. 

One of the most intriguing test platforms for

Apollo was the zero-g flights that simulated

weightlessness in space. The procedure required

astronauts to construct platforms and perform

repairs in simulated space under zero gravity

conditions. Conventional tools don’t work

properly in space. If you try to turn a bolt with a

conventional wrench with no gravity present, you,

and not the bolt, may spin around. Simulated zero

gravity conditions had been attempted in large

water tanks. While you float around, as you

would do in space, the water provides some

resistance to your movement, but not a true

replication of what exists in space. Scientists felt

there had to be better way.

Air Force pilots and engineers happened on

the idea of simulating a period of weightlessness

by maneuvering an aircraft in flight. It’s called

“flying the parabola,” or as more appropriately

named by the participants, the “vomit comet.”

This improved way of testing weightlessness

provided conditions that led to my second

interesting experience as a press officer escorting

news reporters through the labs and testing at

Wright Field. 

We have all passed over a steep hill at high

speed in a car, or in a roller coaster, and noted

how we tend to rise from our seats. If an aircraft

enters a steep climb, then immediately transitions

into a deep dive, during the time between the

climb and the dive one can experience about 20

seconds of weightlessness. The aircraft used was

usually a C-135, the military version of the Boeing

707, with its cabin fitted with test stations and

equipment to actually give astronauts some

understanding of working in weightless conditions,

even if only for a short time. This way of testing

weightlessness became very popular with the press,

causing me to accompany news reporters about

twice a week on these flights. 

Flying Weightless With Sig
continued from page 7
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Flying the parabola takes quite a bit of skill,

so I always checked to see which pilot had been

assigned the mission. The Wing Commander, a

colonel, wasn’t very good with the parabola, but

no one had the guts to tell him, especially not

me. He would paste you on the ceiling and then

slam you to the floor–nothing in between. I

avoided his missions.

One of the most memorable zero-g flights I

had was with Sigmund Sakowicz, or “Sig,” a

well-known radio personality from WGN

Chicago. He called in asking for a zero-g ride,

and was told that he needed a statement from his

physician that he was physically able to take the

flight and that he had to sign a release. But more

importantly, I also told him that he should not

have breakfast or eat anything at least 12 hours

before the flight. They don’t call it the Vomit

Comet for nothing. That’s why all the flights are

in the morning before breakfast. 

Sig, a very imposing individual — six feet tall

and 275 pounds — met me on the flight line that

morning. We took off with all the engineers and

astronauts at their workstations, conducting tests

and experiments. Sig didn’t get weightless on the

first run, but I told him the next one would be

better. During the second maneuver, I looked up

and here came Sig, floating through the cabin like

an airborne walrus, his tape recorder alongside,

and a ring of what looked like half-digested

Polish sausages swirling around his head. 

Obviously, it was a gastrological event resulting

from the breakfast he shouldn’t have eaten. At

the bottom of the parabola he was on the floor,

conscious, but not looking good. I told the crew

chief that we needed to get on the ground quickly

and have a medic meet us on the ramp. 

When we landed, the medic came on board,

checked Sig and announced, to my relief, that he

would live. But he cautioned Sig that he should

not drive back to Chicago until the following day.

It took the whole crew to get Sig down the air

stair, where he plopped down on the tarmac,

leaning against the landing gear. We had to move

him away from the plane because the crew still

had another zero-g mission to perform. The crew

chief recommended a forklift, but hearing that, Sig

suddenly managed to walk away from the plane. 

Sig safely returned to Chicago the next day. I

failed to confirm if Sig ever broadcast his

adventures of that day in zero-g. It would have

been an interesting recording. Later, I did learn

that he went twice to Viet Nam, once with Joey

Bishop and again with a USO show. Proud of his

Polish heritage, he sang Polish songs to the GIs.

One song he wrote mentioned the name of every

Polish baseball player who had ever played in the

major leagues. He was quite a character. My

guess is that he found Viet Nam much safer and

more enjoyable than flying with me.   

Note to interested readers: More information

about Sig Sakowicz can be found on YouTube,

“Sig’s Celebrity Chefs,” for example.
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adult you will enjoy good mental, emotional,

and physical health, as well as the love and

esteem of those around you. In addition, I trust

that you will become an asset to the health of

our ailing Mother Earth.

So, yes, I am excited, but I tremble, too,

because of the doubtful ability of our planet to

be an asset to you and your generation, as well

as to your descendants. The damage — some

irreversible — has been inflicted by the

exploitative abuses of our generation, the details

of which have to be taught to all children in

school today. The changes in global climate and

the many other symptoms of the living Earth’s

chronic disease have had complex determinants.

They have negative consequences for human

health as well. 

Unfortunately, my generation of elders

cannot correct its mistakes because we are out

of time! The future will have to rely on yours! It

is our responsibility, however, to alert you to the

fact that the life-sustaining capacity of our

Earth might reach an end in the foreseeable

future. The remedy lies in the necessary changes

of the attitudes and values of the dominant

societies on which the transformation of the

energy economy and the unconditional respect

for every person’s dignity depend. You have to

become aware — in the course of your growing

D ear Tomorrow!

I am greeting Your Tomorrow,

dearest Isabelle, with much excitement but also

with some trembling. You were born with

excellent genetic endowment to loving and

competent parents who will ensure that you will

be enriched by values of humanism, morality,

and spirituality. Your birthplace, Freiburg, is

the “greenest” city in Germany, the physical

environment of which is as healthy as it can be.

One of the creeks of its neighboring Black

Forest grows into the magnificent Danube

River that adorns my biological and Christian

birthplace, Budapest, which recently has become

your Christian birthplace, too. Pretty soon you

will start to get familiar with you father’s

homeland, America, by visiting your paternal

grandparents, Grandma Gwen and Tony Papa,

in Lynchburg within the historic Jefferson

Country of Virginia.

In 10 years, you will be fluently trilingual

and exposed to significant parts of the Western

World. By the time you reach 20 years, you will

be able to decide which areas to develop and

where to apply your potential. I am sure you

will consider the ways you could be most

effective in the service of others (and of

humanity) according to your moral values. In

all, I hope that in the course of becoming an

A Letter To Granddaughter, Isabelle
by Tony Solyom
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up — that your generation will have to bring

about the fundamental changes that are the sine

qua non of human survival. I am convinced that

the fate of humanity will be decided in this 21st

century! Thus, the time for action is now. 

Yet, I also see signs of the indispensable

changes that some private firms and even some

cities demonstrate here in America by avoiding

and even forbidding the use of harmful and

polluting sources of energy. There are also

countries that have modified some of their laws

and regulations accordingly. Among those born

in this century, an increasing, albeit still very

small, number seem to have become aware and

motivated to acquire the necessary knowledge in

order to take influential leadership positions

with the goal of transformation. This means a

rational change in the values of our culture,

whereby people become more important than

money and material possessions. In other

words, humanism would be taking the lead over

materialism.

This transformation entails high esteem and

respect for our life-giving and life-sustaining

Mother Earth. The most effective means of such

transformation would be through an ethical

value system and spiritual transcendence. The

latter would make possible for individuals, for

groups of people, and for countries to consider

the value and interests of others (strangers and

foreigners). This way, all humanity could

become a large family. This would not eliminate

conflicts, but would make possible the peaceful

resolution thereof. 

All the above, precious Isabelle, would be a

slow process under the best of circumstances,

but if started in time — as it apparently has

already — the needed worldwide turning point

could come about in your lifetime. I firmly trust

that as you grow up you will make the above

principles and values your own with the help of

your parents, teachers, and priests. I hope the

same will happen in the lives of many of your

contemporaries, too. By the time you reach

adulthood there will be a number of young and

middle-aged exemplars whom you will be able

to join, and become yourself a leading example

of determination to secure a fulfilling tomorrow

for yourself and your family, and for humanity

as well. 

I wish, dearest Isabelle, that Your Tomorrow

will be very happy, healthy, fulfilling, and

valuable for the sake of others and of Mother

Earth! 

With much love, 

Tony Papa
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Through the years we developed a friendship

that included my husband, Robert, and John's

wife, Anne. John would not have dreamed of

missing a UVA football game. On the occasions

when Robert and I joined the Rishers for a game,

John would apologize for not sitting with us. He

would be in the press box carrying out his job as

a statistician for his beloved team, something he

did from about 1960 until 2016. 

During our fifty years of friendship, John's

high energy level and vitality never ceased to

amaze me. Another friend once said to me, "I

just had the socks beat off me on the tennis court

by someone twice my age.” Her opponent was

Dr. Risher; he was then 70. He played tennis

until he was 85. 

On his 100th birthday he addressed students

and faculty at V.E.S,� played nine holes of golf,

and met friends for dinner. He did grumble about

having to change his clothes three times that day

due to his varied schedule. 

When he was 102 — yes, 102 — I received a

call from him suggesting we take a picnic lunch

and drive to the Peaks of Otter; he knew the

perfect spot with an awesome view. He had even

planned the menu, which didn't surprise me since

he was an expert tailgater at UVA games. He

would make two kinds of sandwiches, pimento

cheese and ham, and we would stop by

Mitchell's store and pick up chicken. I was to

D r. John Risher moved to Lynchburg in

1954, after graduating from the

University of Virginia Medical School and serving

in the military during World War II. With his

wife, Anne, and daughter, Alice, he made his

home on Peakland Place, where he resided until

2016 when he became a resident at Westminster

Canterbury. 

He established his medical practice, as an ear,

nose, and throat specialist, in an office downtown.

He was no stranger to Lynchburg, having first

arrived from Charlottesville to enroll as a student

at Virginia Episcopal School in 1927. He had

learned to appreciate the city as he and his fellow

students explored it on foot, their primary mode

of transportation. They would walk from the

school to Rivermont Avenue to catch the streetcar

to go downtown to the movies and to check out

the city. He knew even then that he would like

some day to return to this area to live. 

I first met Dr. Risher while I was working as an

R.N. in the recovery room at Virginia Baptist

Hospital. I would receive his patients from the

operating room following their surgical procedures.

He performed so many tonsillectomies I thought

Lynchburg would surely have a generation of

tonsil-less citizens, including my own sons. It was

estimated that he had performed roughly 15,000

operations, not all being tonsillectomies, by the

time of his retirement in 1985. 

Dr. Risher Picnics with a Friend
by Peggy Friend
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bring cookies. 

In addition he would pack a cooler with ice

and a box with all the other items needed for the

picnic. He would have to carry all of this down

22 steps from his house to the street to be loaded

into a car. 

What we would eat for lunch that day was

the least of my concerns. However, which of us

would drive to the Peaks was uppermost on my

mind. 

I quickly offered to drive. “Oh, I couldn't ask

you to do that,” he said. 

“I love to drive, I want very much to drive,” I

pled. 

He drove. 

Our progress up the mountain was slow, and on

a couple of occasions he pulled to the side of the

road to let a car behind us move on. His car was a

not-young Honda Civic that made a terrible noise. 

When we reached our destination, I saw one

table and a trash can. He quickly led me to a

big rock, and we stepped up on it. From there I

saw the awesome view that he had promised.

There was the mountain in all its glory staring

right back at me. We drank in the beauty of the

nature that surrounded us on this beautiful

summer day. At some point we remembered we

had brought a picnic. 

We turned our attention to getting the food

on the table. It was a lot of food for the two of

us, but it tasted especially good. We chatted as

we ate, nothing serious —today wasn't the day

for serious conversation. 

It seemed in a wink it was time to clear the

table. There appeared to be as much food to take

back as we had brought. 

With the car packed, we headed down the

mountain at his usual slow speed. 

The trip was uneventful and we arrived home

safely. It was a memorable day spent with a dear

friend, and I'm happy to say I had five more

years to enjoy his friendship. 

��
Just think, some of us can remember

when…

a nickel could buy stamps to mail 

one letter and two postcards.
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It Depends On Where You Are Standing
by Sue Gold

Seeing the glowing windows of the

bookstore as she pulled into the last

parking space, Marie thought how warm and

inviting it looked. She knew inside she would

find her two favorite scents in the world — the

aroma of coffee and books. She heard the

laughter and voices of her friends as she neared

the door.

For what seemed like a long time, Marie had

held the job of convener of the book club. She

had tried to pass the torch on several occasions,

but had been lovingly persuaded to stay on as

the members seemed to enjoy the comfort of

consistency in how the meetings started. Tonight

would be no different, but, that, in itself, became

increasingly nice in a world that changed too fast

for her these days.

An hour and fifteen minutes later, as the

discussion wound down, Marie pulled a folded

piece of paper from her purse and announced:

“We have the information from town officials

about the holiday celebration, so we need to do

some preliminary planning for the pageant.”

The appearance of an update was met with

smiles and nods from all except the two newest

members, Janice and Muriel. Marie chuckled at

them and explained, “Three days before

Christmas Eve, the year-round families on the

island come together and do a Holiday

Festival.”

She took in the bobbing heads as she

continued. “For a children’s parade the members

of the town council dress up like elves, and the

mayor appears as Santa. Food includes candy,

candied apples, hot cocoa, and Brunswick stew.

Everyone helps with decorating the tree in the

town hall, singing carols, wrapping and

delivering gifts from the Angel Tree. And on

Christmas Eve we (she indicated the group)

present a pageant in the church.” Janice, a

kindergarten teacher and a bit on the airy side,

clasped her hands to her bosom, “How

wonderful,” she said breathlessly, “an all-women

pageant!”

“Hell,” rasped Lucy, former high school

drama teacher and almost totally deaf, “It did

not start out that way! We had lots of men the

first two years. They got bored with the same

thing over and over!” 

Elizabeth interrupted, grinning, “I think

there wasn’t enough action! You know guys,

they have to blow something up, run over it, or

tear it apart.” Everyone laughed and nodded as

they all had encountered some form of the male

attention span.

Muriel, the newcomer from California, had

listened intently and with building excitement

exclaimed, “We, like, you know, had a pageant

in our church in California and like, got real

creative with computerized lighting, and Oh-
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My-God, it was like, unbelievable. Even the

star, like you know, moved ACROSS the sky!”

Janice, with wonder in her voice, breathed,

“Oh, Muriel! Do you know how to do all that?

Oh, it would be so exciting, wouldn’t it?” she

asked the rest of the ladies. 

Everyone looked at both women in stunned

silence. Then Mary Ann — the shy grandmother

and homemaker caught up in the vision of an

electrified Bethlehem — blurted out, “Why don’t

we have live animals? It will be so authentic!”

She turned toward Muriel—“So creative!”

The gasps from the other women came

spontaneously as their synapses fired in that

part of the brain reserved for bad memories.

This one involved the baby elephant the town

once included as part of the July 4th

celebration. And, how long it took to clean up

that bit of “authentic creativity.”

The exchange of ideas on a lively level lasted

for another 45 minutes. When Marie finally got

home she trudged into the den where her

husband was watching T.V. “Long book?” he

asked companionably.

“Herbert, honey, I cannot even remember

what book we discussed, but I can tell you this.

The pageant this year may well be the most

unusual production this community has ever

seen. We left the meeting tonight with plans to

meet every week for the next month to 1) tweak

the plan; 2) have an electronic moving star;

3) have real animals; and 4) maybe have a live

baby Jesus with an electrified halo.”

Herbert looked at her, mouth open, and

whispered the sum of all her colliding feelings in

three words: “Lord, have mercy!”

Each meeting that followed proved more

exciting than the one before. Reports were

timely, and with great enthusiasm the animals

had been selected and some put on reserve.

Hannah, the bookkeeper, had secured a docile

burro, but no sheep; hopefully some of the

goats in the area could serve as substitutes. She

would pursue this. Mary Ann offered that she

felt 99% confident that she could get a real live

baby Jesus.

After the third meeting, Marie arrived home

to find Herbert at the door with two stiff

drinks, waiting to hear the latest installment in

“the pageant of our lives.” She took a belt of

her drink before shedding her coat and giving

Herbert an unmistakable “thanks, I needed

that” look.

“Well,” she said as she settled into an easy

chair, “we may have reached the pinnacle of the

whole pageant production tonight. Dress

rehearsal is two days away, and as of tonight —

here is how it lays out — I’m directing, and that

continued on page 16
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It Depends On Where You Are Standing
continued from page 15

is about the only thing that hasn’t changed; but,

I told them, I am not directing the animals!

Those that want them are responsible for

getting them, shepherding them, and seeing

them home.” Herbert smiled.

“Anne will play Joseph as we need her

steadiness to balance the Valley Girl who has

Mary’s role.” Herbert’s eyebrows went up.

“Oh, that is not all,” said Marie taking

another big swallow of her drink. “Muriel

refused to ride the burro because in her words,

‘I’d love to be Mary, but, like, I can’t ride the

burro, like, it is, like, you know, way too hard!’”

Herbert burst out laughing.

“So,” Marie grinned as she reported, “we

decided it was probably Biblically unimportant

if Mary rode or walked when she entered

Bethlehem; nine months and counting, she

probably wanted to walk anyway. And there is

more. Hannah and Mary Anne asked to be

shepherds because they don’t have to speak, and

they understand they will be the keepers of the

goats (we did get some goats). Lucy is our

Angel of the Lord because she projects so well!” 

Herbert offered, “You’ll not need a mike on

her for sure!”

Marie continued. “Shelby, our artist, is in

charge of costumes and at first wanted the

shepherds to wear animal skins. Thank the

pageant Gods, the girls balked. Why, the church

ladies would be up in arms and the headlines

would put us on the hit lists of all the preachers

in the entire South! Half-clad shepherds! What

a nightmare!” 

By now Herbert’s smile had become a

permanent fixture.

Taking yet another big slug of her drink,

Marie told him that Elizabeth, Deborah, and

Shelby would be the wise men and that Muriel,

the valley girl, and her husband, a strange little

man who follows her around like a puppy,

assured us that the computerized star would

lead the shepherds to the stable. Suddenly,

Herbert sat up interested, “Maybe this guy can

work on my Volvo.”

Marie ignored him. “Elizabeth is managing

what she calls our PADP situation — Potential

Animal Dropping Problems — by having tarps

cover the whole aisle and stage with straw

thrown on top. She says we can roll up the

whole thing when we’re done; supposedly, it

works in their trucking business.”

“Where will the audience walk?” asks

Herbert.

“They will come in the side doors of the

church,” answered Marie. “Muriel has everyone

using special names for each other: She is

Muriel-Mary; and there are Anne-Joseph,

Shepherd-Mary Anne, and the Wise-Women-

Kings. For the goats, known as fluffy-sheep-
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goats, she is making little tee-shirts with glued

on cotton balls.”

Herbert grinned again, “This is better than

watching All My Children!”

“Oh, that’s not all,” Marie said well into a

second drink. “You cannot imagine how ornate

the Wise-Women-Kings are! Shelby has sewn

little mirrors and beads on every bit of fabric

that shows. Deborah and Elizabeth have

become so worked up they are decorating boxes

and urns to carry. Herbert, they are going to

look like the old Ziegfeld Chorus Girls!”

This time Herbert howled with laughter.

Marie finished a third drink, propped her feet

up, and smiled at her long-suffering husband.

The drink was beginning to take effect and she

finally felt the tension in her shoulders dissipate

as she muttered, “Herbert, the baby Jesus is

going to be real. The Richardsons’ little girl,

Alice, has the role of our live authentic baby

Jesus, or as Muriel calls her, Baby Alice-Jesus.

And, you know what else?”

“I dare not guess,” answered Herbert.

“Muriel, and what’s-his-name husband, have

figured a way to have a lighted halo that will

spring up over little Baby Alice-Jesus’s head!”

Herbert’s jaw dropped as he looked at his

tipsy, grinning wife and muttered, “Lord, have

mercy!”

The evening of the pageant arrived with all

players at the church early. Marie tended to last

minute details — the shepherds, thank God,

were fully clothed in the usual bathrobes and

sandals. Muriel’s husband made last minute

adjustments over the stable; and as Marie

looked closer, she could barely see what he was

adjusting. That is a relief, she thought to herself,

as she had had visions of an electrified

Marquee.

Lucy, the nearly deaf Angel of the Lord,

took everyone by surprise when she donned her

wings. They had not been finished at the time of

the dress rehearsal, but now were studded with

little mirrors and edged with gold glitter. Marie

thought she looked a lot like a giant Lunar

Moth, but she managed a smile as Lucy took

her place on the side of the stage.

At the last minute, they had added a vignette

of Mary and the announcement of the Angel of

the Lord, but Lucy had been late to rehearsal so

Muriel-Mary had not heard Lucy’s announcement

in full voice: a possible problem as Lucy never

knew how loud she was because she couldn’t hear

herself. Nor had Muriel-Mary seen the astonishing

wings. Marie became distracted by the arrival of

three very excited Wise-Women-Kings, who did

not look as gaudy as she had feared. Elizabeth and

Deborah had never been so dressed up, and Shelby

continued on page 18
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was in her element in flowing robes that winked

and sparkled from every angle. The sheep-goats

clad in cotton ball tee-shirts looked like, well,

fluffy sheep.

Moments later, the organ began, the candles

were lit, the audience came in and sat down,

and a spotlight came up on the vignette of

Mary. Behind her, Lucy, the giant Lunar-Moth

Angel of the Lord bellowed, “Hail Mary!”

Muriel-Mary turned and the look of fear and

terror on her face probably mirrored what the

real Mary felt, Marie thought. Wings aquiver,

her job done with Mary, Lucy turned her

attention to the shepherds. Their response to her

voice and huge wings gave new meaning to

“quaking with fear.” The spot dimmed as the

shepherds scrambled up and moved as far away

as they could from the giant oddity. The star

suddenly appeared over them and began to lead

them toward the stable.

As the shepherds and the star were winding

their way from hills afar, Anne-Joseph and

Muriel-Mary came down the aisle on either side

of the donkey-burro. The holy couple had

experienced an earlier encounter with the burro,

and for them the PADP was no longer a

potential, but a reality. They were holding onto

the offending animal, but leaning as far away as

they could from the business end. Marie thought

such concentration and anxiety on their faces

were probably not unlike that of the real Holy

couple that night.

The star slowly moved, the shepherds

herded the fluffy-sheep-goats, and the Wise-

Women-Kings came in excited and tense. From

where Marie stood they looked wonderful,

exotic. Anne-Joseph stepped out of the shadows

and Muriel-Mary, having dropped her preggie

pads in the back of the stable, picked up Baby

Alice-Jesus and also moved from the shadows

into the soft spotlight and sat down on a stool,

cradling the baby in her arms.

Later, no one could ever exactly explain the

several things that happened. They had no

bearing on each other when taken separately,

but seen together, they provided a dramatic

ending for the pageant.

As Muriel-Mary sat down, she triggered the

lighted halo in Baby Alice-Jesus’s blanket and it

slowly rose over the baby’s head. Anne-Joseph

took a step back into another warm offering

from the donkey-burro and with tremendous

restraint only gasped softly, “Ohh–.”

The fluffy-goat-sheep had begun eating the

shepherds’ robes, and the littlest one peed on

Shepherd-Mary Ann’s foot. She looked down at

her $75.00 sandals and sighed, “Ah-h-h.” The

Wise-Women-Kings, seeing the animals’ antics,

made a herculean effort to keep from laughing

by bowing their heads.
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The Baby Alice-Jesus, awakened by the light,

pushed her blankets aside and reached her little

arms upward giving the audience a full view of

her lovely profile. The realization that the arms

were those of a real baby gave rise to a gasp

from the audience in response to what they

perceived from their seats: the awe of

shepherds, the devotion of Joseph, the worship

of the Magi, and the reality of a baby. It all

swept over them in a powerful, emotional wave.

The actresses remained in place as the organ

played and the audience silently filed out —

stunned at what they experienced when they

had expected a simple, ordinary Christmas

pageant. For them, it was anything but

ordinary.

After everyone in the audience had left,

the troupe finished cleaning up, rolling up,

returning the animals, and dealing with the

sandals. They slowly headed up the aisle toward

home, hot chocolate, and a warm bath; all were

generally satisfied with their efforts. Muriel-

Mary broke the silence. “This was, like, you

know, totally radical — but, I think, with, like,

you know, a little work, and like, choreography,

we could, like, ROCK!”

The group turned as one when our

California girl was hit over the head with

diaphanous wings: Lucy, the Lunar-Moth Angel

of the Lord bellowed, “Lord, have mercy, girl!”

Communion
Anonymous 

In the crashing of the waves,
the spray against the rocks
the flight of gulls above,

You are here!

Those footsteps deep upon the sand
we made in days of yore
are imprints still upon my heart,

Exist as ne’er before.

For you’re a presence in my heart,
a gift from heaven above.
The presence there is you, dear,

You with all your love.

I feel your presence deep within
your love with all its power;
and how I prize the richness

It gives to every hour.

Your way was clear into my heart!
You entered on your own.
You found its portals open wide

And knew you had a home.

When you were walking by my side,
we’d laugh and sometimes disagree;
for you are you, and I am I,

And never was I thee!

But, somehow, dear, when two are one
they share a common heart,
and now though I do see you not,

We never are apart.

As timeless as the crashing waves,
as certain as receding sea,
t’is love’s eternity itself

Embracing you and me. 
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Train Versus Submarine
by Gregory T. Haugan

I t was a routine day for me in

Washington in the fall of 1978, mostly

meetings with my staff going over some budget

issues and coordinating meeting schedules with

Amtrak. I held the position of Deputy Director

for a project to upgrade the Northeast Corridor

rail passenger system from Washington to

Boston. My boss, U.S. Corps of Engineers

Maj. General Trev Sawyer, had left the office,

probably meeting with the policy group in the

Office of the Secretary. 

My secretary contacted me on the intercom,

saying, “There is a Navy Commander on the

phone and he is very angry.”  I don’t do

“angry” very well and had absolutely no

expectation of a call from a Navy Commander.

Unfortunately, I had no excuse to ignore the

call. The caller gave me his name and rank and

said he that he was on a nuclear submarine in

Connecticut on the Thames River and I needed

to “immediately,” yes, immediately open the

drawbridge so he could pass. In response to his

agitated queries, I told him that I could not help

him. And — “Yes, I work for the Federal

Railroad Administration,” and — “Yes, I am

responsible for work on the Northeast

Corridor,” and — “Yes, we are planning work

on the Thames River Bridge.”  

Then he got excited and shouted at me over

the phone. I explained, or tried to explain, that

scheduled trains had priority,  and once the

train passed, the bridge would probably open.

“But, our submarine is due to meet with the

Atlantic fleet for maneuvers and this will make

us late”;  “Our national defense has priority.” 

“Well,” I suggested, “You can call Amtrak

Above left, the original 1919 Strauss Heel Trunnion Span as it looked in 1977. Highway I-95 is the higher bridge. At right, the
Virginia-class attack submarine USS Missouri (SSN 780) heading toward the current Thames River Lift Bridge as it departs
Naval Submarine Base New London for a scheduled deployment. No trains are on the bridge waiting for the submarine! 
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since it controls that part of the railroad. I don’t

have the phone number for the bridge tender

but I do have the one for headquarters.”  Then I

gave him the number for Amtrak’s President,

Paul Reistrup, since I knew that one from

memory. 

I never did find out how long he had to

wait.  The rule in general is that once a train

has passed the Midway, Groton, or New

London stations, the lift span will not open

until the train has crossed the bridge. The

Thames River bridge was one on our list for

major repairs because  it frequently had

mechanical problems that delayed opening or

closing; but the major repairs converting it to a

lift bridge were to be several years in the future. 

I recall Gary Quale giving a comprehensive

presentation about living on a submarine; I

wonder if he was on the one that was delayed. 

��
Just think, we can remember when…

a chip meant a piece of wood, 

hardware meant hardware, and 

software wasn’t a word.

Rivermont
Walkers

by Kathleen Smith

No Sunday strollers, they—

Sauntering the Avenue

Imbibing Nature’s gifts

of leaf,

and bud,

and autumn flower.

Heedless of sight and sound,

they move

With rhythmic stride

And swinging arms;

Jaws set

with purposeful intent.

Singly and in pairs

they go,

Like souls possessed,

To worship at the throne of Fitness.
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FICTION

Gatekeeper: A Joe Gunther Novel. Arthur
Mayer. (F My M473)

Shoot First. Stuart Woods. (F My W897)

Max. James Patterson. (F My P317) 

Brush of Wings: A Novel (Angels Walking
series). Karen Kingsbury (F K55)

Beloved Passion. E.S. Thomson (F My T482)

Mirage: A Novel of Oregon Files. Clive Cussler
with Jack Du Brul. (F My C986) 

Magpie Murders. Anthony Horowitz. 
(F My H816)

Gray Mountain. John Grisham. (F My G869)

Wrath of the Furies. Steven Saylor. (F S295)

Children of the Storm. Elizabeth Peters. 
(F My P481)

The Underground Railroad. Colson Whitehead.
(F C592)

Strickler Library Notes
New Donations – Summer 2018

Compiled by Sue Bass and Elizabeth Lipscomb

(In No Particular Order)

The English Spy. Daniel Silva. (F My S586)

The Eternity Artifact. L. E. Modesitt, Jr. 
(F M692)

NON-FICTION

The China Mission: George Marshall’s
Unfinished War, 1945-1947. Daniel Kurtz-
Phelan. (G As K96) 

Code Girls: The Untold Story of the American
Women Code Breakers of World War II. Liza
Mundy. (G Na M965)

Leonardo Da Vinci. Walter Isaacson. (B D259)

Bobby Kennedy: A Raging Spirit. Chris
Matthews. (B K36)

Hillbilly Elegy. J. D. Vance. (B V222)

Grant. Ron Chernow. (B G763)

The General vs. the President: MacArthur and
Truman at the Brink of Nuclear War. H. W.
Brands. (G Na B817)






